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Internal Advertising Agency is a fascinating and perhaps overly simplistic examination of life
change. Maybe, just maybe, it's those small moral decisions within our awareness that achieve
lasting and deep psyche change. This book will aid the reader in developing new concepts upon
which to understand the simplicity of life transformation. Traditionally, the substance of most
books is found within 10% of its pages - the meat and potatoes as it were. This book is only that
10%, no fluff, no BS.

"I found miles of inspiration in these entertaining, insightful essays." --Cheryl Strayed, author of
#1 New York Times bestseller WILD"Personal essays from runners who also happen to be
moms." --USA Today, in the New + Noteworthy Section"..Tales from Another Mother Runner an
inspiring and informative text that almost any runner--even those who are not mothers--will
enjoy." --Runner's World ZellePraise for Run Like a Mother"[A] bible for active parents..." --New
York Times"Their funny, frank stories and tips for beginners...will convince you that lacing up is
one of the best things a mother can do for herself and her family." --RedbookPraise for Train Like
a Mother"...Dimity and Sarah teach us to run our lives one hilarious, humbling, motivating step at
a time." --Deena Kastor, Olympian and momAbout the AuthorLiving and running in the thin air of
Denver, Dimity McDowell has one husband, two kids, and one dog. She's survived three
marathons, including one at the end of Ironman Couer d'Alene, but doubts she'll ever go 26.2 on
pavement again.Living and running in the misty air of Portland, Oregon, Sarah Bowen Shea also
has one husband, but three kids and a cat. She's gritted out a dozen marathons, including
qualifying for and running Boston.Together, the duo head up the website
anothermotherrunner.com and motherrunnerstore.com, comments frequently at Run Like a
Mother: The Book on Facebook, and banters on the Another Mother Runner podcasts on iTunes.
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Internal Advertising AgencyWhat Bullshit Are You Selling Yourself?Tim
GormanSOBERTOSTAYCopyright © 2020 Tim GormanPrefaceI’ve desired to write this book for
quite some time yet always lacked the umph - you know, the “umph,” that thing that makes you
do things.Motivation, right?Yeah, I guess that’s what the earth people call it.Suffice it to say, I’m a
very selective lazy person. At least, in terms of the “umph." I say selective because I can
accomplish a hell of a lot - my umph game be strong! - whilst remaining in squalor, refusing to
clean my house - low level umph game.I can write self-analysis after self-analysis, getting my
house in order. Yet, walk in my actual front door and I have cups where the plates go, spoons
where the forks go, and chaos where the mind goes. Ugh...imperfection is a son of a bitch.This
is your author - a human being. It feels so good to finally admit it. Like a cascade of
antidepressant grace waves delivering crash after crash of soul relief. Yes. My name is Tim and I
am human.The solution begins by first admitting the problem; and there it is. Admit it yourself,
it’s such a relief. Just say, “I am a genuinely flawed, riddled with shortcomings, and swimming in
imperfections type human being.” Say it again. Let it sink in…. Your welcome.Glad we broke the
initial barrier. But, let’s proceed with the book. If this venture has any objective I would break it
down to three main aims:1. That To err is human - we are limited!2. That The Divine is
unbelievably simple, approachable, and pragmatic.3. And that Freedom is found in the
recognition of point one and two.I pray this has an effect on you. Even if the effect is painful, I
hope it stirs you to action. Even if that action is just trolling me on social media and telling me
how much you dislike my ideas.If I moved you, I succeeded.However, if it helped you accept the
fact that being human is celebrating imperfections, that the only perfection is the utter simplicity
of God and his relationship to humanity, and that freedom is a mere perspective not an
economic state of affairs, then you succeeded - that’s the real “umph.”Tim Gorman
(2020)DISCLAIMER: This book is not intended to provide and does not constitute medical,
legal, or other professional advice. The content on or provided by e-recoveryreview is designed
to support, not replace, medical or psychiatric treatment. Please seek professional care if you
believe you may have a condition. Before using the site or reading this content, please read our
Privacy Policy & DisclosureBankruptcyWhen The Internal Ads Ain't Selling!You know what
sobriety feels like for the addict? Its a steady, low level depression followed by a presistent-gut-
wrenching-impending-doomism.If you know what I'm talking about then I salute you.The very
fact your head hasn't exploded is a testament to the tenacity of the human skull!The truth is
every addict has their own little bag of neurosis, and my story is no different, hell my pockets
overflowed. At times I could only describe my life as a buffet of emotional madness and a blatant
disconnection everything, everyone, lasting every second of the day.I always picture Beetle
Juice conducting an orchestra in my brain pointing one finger to the heavens and maniacally
annoucing, "Welcome to the show!"How in the hell do we live like this though?Ignore it?That
sounds about as pleasant as a shit sandwich.Absurdly push the rock with Sisyphus maintaining



a smile on our face?Nope. That's not for us.I first found comfort in the absurdity through
intravenous drug use, sex, and heightened emotional states.Of course this didn't last long. No,
that wasn't a sex pun.Of consequence, my mental state preceeded to even darker places. If hell
exsisted, I certainly resided there.We're talking on the board, a distinguished member of the
committee; heck I even had a PO box.Its what I knew and believe it or not I was terrified to leave;
it was Stockholm syndrome and my amygdala - my own brain - was the captor."The mind is its
own place, and in itself can make a heaven of hell, a hell of heaven..." - John MiltonFortunately I
recovered and so can you.How did I do it? Well, it was piecemeal.For example, I recall at one
point, in a moment of clarity, which I call the Grace Space or Spontaneous Mindfulness - don't
worry we will get to this, reading Dark Night of the Soul by John of the Cross. How one goes
from shooting heroin to John of the Cross is a subject for another book :)In any event I stumbled
upon these words, “If a man wishes to be sure of the road he treads on, he must close his eyes
and walk in the dark.”It hit me like a bag of bricks, I thought I knew the darkness so well.Rather,
my reality was merely closed eyes and clicking of heels.Every so often I'd even offer up a prayer
with Jenny,"Lord, make my like a bird, so I can fly far, far away from here."Forest Gump
notwithstanding, something did indeed click.From that moment on I understood that the
darkness represented the beginning of an awakening. Seems nonsensical, right? It’s
tantamount to saying to find the light you must first identify the darkness…but can this be done
without light?It was a bit confusing but intuitive.I suddenly knew that the escape from disomfort
market of drugs, sex, and high risk living always missed the mark and never really provided me
with a return of my investment. Why?Because I couldn't begin to move in the right direction until
I first learned where I was.Duh.Heres the kicker: I lived convinced that the "right direction" lay
just beyond where ever I was. I was a self-proclaimed hopeless dope fiend.I just chased my tail
like an insane puppy. I knew I had to do something, but wasn't quite sure what that entailed. So, I
started doing some research.I soon realized a lot of folks in this hopeless variety predicament
begin to search for religion, maybe as an easy way out – it definitely would calm the storm
momentarily.But as for me, in my heart I knew it was avoidance, it was heroin in a different
form.Reminicsent of Peter's triumphant stride on the waters; he eventually sunk, his heart had
not yet been revolutionized. He stepped out of the boat full of ego, arrogance, and fear with a
mind not yet stripped of his personal bag of neurosis (Matt. 14:22-33). "All form, no substance,"
a friend of mine once cautioned, "is a hollow husk mimicking authentic religion."I honestly
thought a systematized, organized scientific framework was my jackpot winner-winner-chicken-
dinner way out of the nonsense.As if all the answers of life's most difficult questions can be
acquired through logical syllogisms and the scientific method.Once more, my heart was all too
aware that life can never be so dispassionately categorized.Rather, I knew life was found
groping in the dark, not compartmentalizing it into neat scientific categories. Life felt truly
meaningless and without purpose.But if the concept of meaning demands its existence, which I
will get to momentarily, then the age-old question of whether there is some underlying plan or
not simply becomes an enigma.The only conclusion I could reach was that whether meaning



was predestined, such as the Greeks ‘fate’ or whether I create my own meaning as suggested
by existentialist, at the end of the day the very concept of “meaning” was probably as close to
God – as real substance – I would ever get.It's funny, because I previously had nilistic tendancies
and causally would provide the offhand remark that life had no meaning. Ironically, upon scrunity
realized this statement is loaded with meaning. I knew it was simply inescapable if in order to
deny it I had to use it. I was putting the cart before the horse and getting angry at horse!One day
I sauntered into an A.A. meeting, mostly for the coffee and the pastries, but heard a comment
that resonated with me.This wiry old guy softly declared resentment as the number one
offender, killing more alcoholics than anything else.I figured this concept must be crucial to
sobriety, not only was it the door that kept the alcoholic imprisoned but it was the same door that
could be opened to a life of freedom. So I put the horse before the cart and decided to do
everything I could to understand the meaning behind this loaded term.What I discovered was
that resentment primarily represents three possibilities:1. I do not like the meaning2. I do not
deserve the meaning3. Or my meaning has been stifled by another person or groupBut I began
to ask myself who determined the meaning though? Was I enslaved to a specific interpretation?
If I said "X makes me angry" was not the accurate way to articulate that proposition: "my
interpretation of X makes me angry?" The implications of this were life-changing.It soon became
evident that I was the meaning manufacturer in my life. Yes, I was the author.My life wasn't simply
a story, it was "my" story.I wasn't at the mercy of circumstance or the whimsical caprice of the
gods. No, I not only controlled the content but the tones, the archetypes, the emotional
atmosphere, and the ethos in which it unraveled. In the same vein, the cost of this was
high.Intuitively, I understood that becoming the director of my life story would require serious
discipline, emotional capital, and numerous behavioral and relational investments - I didn't think I
had the emotional wherewithal to proceed.What helped was breaking things down into simply
analogies to lightened the emotional load.This was accomplished by thinking of my story as
series of advertisments I sold myself, and I realized I'd been selling myself a lot of bullshit.All the
things I valued (e.g. social status, image, materialism, prestige, etc.) were actually a
misrepresentation of what I really desired. It was false advertising. I looked at someone with
prestige and thought “yes, that’s what I want!!” Yet, when prompted to give a firm reason why this
was something I wanted, I was uncertain.
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